What makes a teacher happy?

Higher salary? Less hours? FREE COFFEE?

¸ A teacher is a professional and likes to be treated as one.
Professionals need to keep up with the latest developments in their field!

¸ Teachers like to be challenged; they like to learn new ways to be better at their
profession.

¸ Teachers want to make sure that they are doing things right. A good teacher
wants the students to LEARN.

Lack of skills or knowledge = FRUSTRATION!!! (Unhappy teachers)

¸

As professionals, teachers need the skills, knowledge, and confidence to feel
good about themselves.

SO HOW CAN YOU MAKE SURE THAT YOUR TEACHERS ARE HAPPY?
It’s very easy!
Our CertTEYL E-Learning course is a complete* professional development tool
for those who teach English to children.
* There are also two optional components: The On-Site Practicum Seminar and Guided Teaching Practice

Personalized Professional Development
The one-to-one tutor is never in a hurry to leave – all questions will be
thoroughly answered.
This is something that a course participant cannot do in a regular on-site training
session.
Teachers will be happy to share their classroom experiences with the tutor
directly or with other teachers through an online forum (discussion board).
Even the most experienced veterans will be happy to find out that they have
been doing things right.

We guarantee that your school’s teachers will be happy when
they complete the course.

The E-Learning course was designed by language teachers from around the
globe and is taught by practicing teachers.
The CertTEYL is a top quality tool for all teachers.
Unlimited access to a personal one-to-one tutor during the course will make the
experience much more rewarding.

Summary
Teachers are professionals who need to constantly upgrade their knowledge and
skills.
Teachers want to participate in professional development courses because it
gives them the confidence that they are doing the best job possible.
Teachers want their students to learn efficiently and effectively.

"Don't try to fix the students, fix ourselves first. The good teacher
makes the poor student good and the good student superior. When our
students fail, we, as teachers, too, have failed."
Marva Collins
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